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“Think carefully, Derek. What—exactly—did my client say to you?” The lawyer

furrowed his brow. “It was in her instructions, but I need to hear it from you.”

I couldn’t look at the man. He was nothing if not intimidating. Deep breath; air too

stuffy and too damn warm. “‘I want you to be me.’ That’s what she said.”

“I see.” Adrian Strange sat back, steepling his fingers. “You’re sure about that?”

I was sure. They were the last words Serena ever said to me, although of course I

didn’t know it at the time. I knew she was depressed, and had been for some time,

but I figured she’d get over it—the way people do, right? But not always.

“You do realize,” Strange said, his voice deepening, “Serena had very little in the

way of assets. Her apartment is a rental, she didn’t own a vehicle, and she had no

savings. Other than a fairly extensive wardrobe, and no debt, there simply isn’t

much there. Frankly, I only took her on as a client because her father was a friend.

His passing was very hard on the girl, and it didn’t help that he’d already gambled

away the family—well, ‘fortune’ might be overstating the case. The point is, you

shouldn’t feel as though this represents some sort of windfall. It doesn’t.”

“I know that, sir. I just think it’s what I need to do, to keep her memory alive. I

know it sounds hokey, but… I want her life to mean something.”

Strange sighed. “I hope you realize, it wouldn’t precisely be her life. It’s your life

too, legally as well as morally. As far as the law is concerned, Serena is dead. The

Supreme Court decided that issue when it ruled that a person who has been turned

into a skinsuit—or a ‘costume’, as some would have it—is considered deceased if

the costume gun used to effect the transformation has been destroyed. Scientists

have found that only that specific weapon can be used to return the victim to

human form. Without it, they are beyond saving.”

I knew all that. I was still trying to wrap my head around the fact that a wonderful,

vivacious girl like Serena, with seemingly everything to live for, could choose to

end it all like that. She’d gone to the trouble of lashing the gun into a heavy-duty

electric vice with a disabled safety lock—so that even as she used a selfie stick to

trigger the thing, it was being crushed to pieces in the vice. By the time I found

her, days later, she was long gone. I should say, she was gone but her body wasn’t.

“My point is this: the law does not allow you to assume her identity. You wouldn’t

be able to use Serena’s name. In legal terms, it’s your identity that is contiguous.

Your debts carry over, your education and work history don’t change, and your

familial relationships stay the same. It’s no different than getting a sex change.”
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I knew all that too. “I’ve decided to take her mother’s name: Katrina… ‘Kate’ or

‘Katie’ for short. They were very close. I knew her mom fairly well myself, from

when we were teenagers. I think it would be a good way to honor both of them.”

The older man nodded. “She was—” A pained look cross his face. “—one of the

finest people I’ve ever known. A true lady. She deserved better than she got; from

life, such as it was, and from her husband as well. I loved the man like a brother,

but he had issues.” He stiffened. “You’ve set yourself quite a task, young man.

Trying to redeem the lives of two good women—I hope you’re up to it.”

Truthfully, I wasn’t certain I was. I had the smarts and a decent education, and I

wasn’t afraid of hard work, but for some reason my life since university just never

amounted to much. Nothing ever worked out. Perhaps being a beautiful woman

would turn my luck around. It might be a pipe dream, but I had to try.

~

Two weeks later, I entered her apartment for the first time since finding the body.

The vice—which was a rental—and the remains of the costume gun had been

cleared away, but otherwise the suite was just as she’d left it. The lease had been

transferred to my new name. I had given up my own apartment and discarded the

clothing and other things I wouldn’t need as a woman. Several boxes of personal

items—mostly books and knickknacks, plus kitchen wares and leftover food—

were still in my parked car downstairs. I’d bring them up later.

I found the skinsuit—I couldn’t bring myself to think of it as a mere ‘costume’—

hanging in the hall closet. Mr. Strange had collected it from police custody the day

before, and left it here for me. He’d warned me that once I put it on there was no

going back. “Without that specific costume gun,” he said, “you’ll never be able to

uncover the pull tab for the zipper, which means you’ll never be able to take the

skinsuit off. You’ll be her for the rest of your life.”

Fine by me. It wasn’t as though I’d been a roaring success as a man.

I removed the clothes I was wearing, stuck them in a plastic bag and left it by the

door—to be tossed the next time I went out. Katrina wouldn’t be caught dead

wearing anything so crass as sweatpants and a T-shirt. I’d already resolved that

she was going to be a proper lady.

It was time. Naked, I took myself and the skinsuit into the bathroom. Perching

unsteadily on the edge of the tub, I gave the suit a shake and opened the slit down

the back. The material was so thin and the interior so slick—like liquid teflon—

that I found it difficult to get a good grip. But those same attributes at least made it

easy to put on. I slid my legs inside and my feet quickly popped into place.
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I stood and pulled the skinsuit up around my waist, but something felt not quite

right. I pulled it outward and examined the suit’s interior. There were two distinct

pouches for penis and testicles, and beyond them a strange protrusion that could

only be… I gulped, realizing where the thing had to go. Media articles on the alien

technology had mentioned nothing like that!

I heaved a sigh, inserted my male bits into the requisite slots, then reached back to

insert the stiff tube ‘where the sun don’t shine’. It took a fair bit of back-and-forth

to get it settled, but once in place I was able to pull the skinsuit up over my waist.

The suit sucked in around my thighs and hips as it went, tightening its grip on the

lower half of my body—which now appeared distinctly female.

First one arm, then the other; slipping into the sleeves and popping into the suit’s

noticeably feminine hands, tipped with almond-shaped fingernails already painted

with ‘crimson crush’ nail polish. It was Serena’s favorite color. From that point, it

was female fingers that drew the skinsuit up my torso and closed the slit across my

spine, urging the delicate zipper ever upward. Large breasts suctioned into place

against my chest and clung there like a pair of water balloons, with all the weight

that implied. The headpiece remained, dangling down my front with Serena’s long

hair resembling—however briefly—a strange sort of beard.

I exposed the opening, took a deep breath, and plunged my head inside. My own

short hair provided no resistance and my facial features were soon aligned with

Serena’s. I knew, from my reading, that in the coming days and weeks my skin

would bond with the suit and my hair would be absorbed into its fabric. I would

never again need to shave my face, and Serena’s brunette mane would quietly sink

its roots into my scalp. Her hair would become mine, but it might be just as valid

to say that my head would serve as little more than a prop for all that hair.

One oddity I hadn’t expected was the long tube that extended out from the mouth.

It was stiff, but yielded readily when I pushed on the tip. The base had a series of

indents that appeared to fit over one’s teeth. Well… having come this far, there

was little choice. I paused for a lungful of fresh air, then pushed the tube into my

mouth. I bit down on the mould, whereupon the fabric promptly slithered down

my throat. After a few tense moments with my airway blocked, the fabric seemed

to melt away and I sucked air. Curiously, as I did so, my lips felt larger.

At first it felt like I was wearing a thin mask, but that too soon faded. I reached

back, fumbled under a mass of hair and drew the tiny zipper tight to my neck. I

swayed and sat down on the tub. All over my body, the suit tightened its grip. I

knew then how the costume gun must’ve felt, in its final moments.

My eyes were forced shut and my throat constricted. The pressure on my groin

became almost unbearable, while the suit’s waist threatened to cut me in half. It
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didn’t, but it seemed like a near thing. Serena, I reminded myself, had one hell of

a figure. I was breathing hard as the discomfort abated. Trembling fingers felt for

the back of my neck. The pull tab was gone; the zipper itself erased. The seam

around my neck had vanished. It was done—I was a woman.

Trembling, I climbed to my feet. Serena’s lovely face appeared in the bathroom

mirror, as alive as ever, but she looked dismayed, almost horrified. She clutched at

her mouth, touched her nose, blinked, then ran her fingers through the long tresses

tumbling past her shoulders. Slowly, the tension abated and she relaxed.

Her lips parted. “Oh… Hi-hi. You must be the new me.” She chuckled softly, her

voice high and sweet. “Katie, isn’t it? Katrina, if we’re being formal.”

Deep breath. No point getting all schizophrenic. Serena was gone. Now there was

only me—the brand new female version. I felt smaller, more shapely, maybe even

lighter; although that had to be some kind of illusion brought on by being smaller

and female. I wasn’t actually any shorter and mass can’t just disappear. Luckily,

that dweeb Derek had been small for a guy, which meant I was now about average

for a girl. That was all to the good.

I noticed that Serena had left a few items of clothing in the bathroom, on a rack

near the door—perhaps even with yours truly in mind. How thoughtful. I donned

the lacy white brassiere and the thong with a tuft of fabric in the back, almost like

a bunny tail, then stepped into a pair of pink platform pumps with four-inch heels.

She must’ve wanted to start me off right as a budding fashionista.

I set to work tidying Serena’s glorious tresses, until smooth waves of brunette hair

cascaded halfway down my back. The tips managed to touch my waist, but the

bulk of it clustered around my shoulder blades, swaying like a restless forest of

kelp in the grip of a warm Pacific current.

In the mirror, Serena smiled. It had been a long time since I’d seen her so pleased

with herself. “You look fabulous,” she said. She bit her lip. It would be pretty easy

to let this get out of hand. I reminded myself that I was here—in her body—to be

the kind of classy dame that would bring honor to the memory of Serena and her

mother. But even as the idea crossed my mind, I felt a growing tingle from the tips

of my new breasts. With every breath, they rubbed gently against the fabric of my

bra. Remaining innocent might be tougher than I thought.

~

Curiously, my life didn’t change as much as I thought it would. My co-workers

accepted the female me with no more than a few raised eyebrows, and more than a

few admiring glances. Not too many IT professionals look as sexy as I do.
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The head of the division decided that my unique talents would be better suited in a

role that involved interacting with our customers. I balked at the idea of joining

the sales department as eye candy, but accepted a more prominent role in software

development. Besides writing code, I’d be part of the group that liasoned with the

client and sometimes worked on upgrades in their workplace. Eye candy for sure,

but at least that wouldn’t be all I did.

It’s strange to think how much of our lives consist of nothing more than routine,

and are performed largely by rote. Once I got used to being female, and answering

to a different name, my life largely seemed normal. I may have worn different

clothes and ate less than I used to, but I watched the same shows, read the same

books and even associated with the same people.

My friends somehow got past me being a girl even faster than my co-workers had.

It probably helped that the guys were all in long-term relationships and that I was

already on good terms with their girlfriends and wives. In a way I became more a

part of their group than one of the guys, but we all still hung out together. Just like

before, I stuck out as being the only one who wasn’t paired-up. But the women

never tried to set me up; I think they knew I wasn’t yet ready for that.

I was at work one day when a familiar face arrived at my desk: Adrian Strange. He

greeted me like an old friend. “Your boss is a client from way back. We had some

business to discuss, and he said I could stop by and say hello.”

“I’m glad you did.” I may have sounded cool on the outside, but my insides were

turning to jelly. Had the man always been this gorgeous? He was old enough to be

my father, but in that moment I was just a woman who had met a stud she could

happily hop into bed with. It was a novel thought for me.

“I hear you’re fitting in well around here,” he said, perched on the corner of my

desk. “I have to say, it’s very encouraging to see how well you’ve taken to being a

woman. It seems like you made the right choice.”

I mumbled my thanks, unable to meet the man’s gaze. I felt like a schoolgirl called

into the principal’s office, even though I’d done nothing wrong.

“What say you and I get together later for a drink?” He glanced at his watch. “Or

better still, would you be free for dinner on Friday? I know a little bistro near here

with a fungilli to die for. I could pick you up after work.”

At that point, I would’ve agreed to anything short of a suicide pact.

Two days later, I found myself pulling one of Serena’s shortest dresses from the

closet. It had to be okay for work—not that anyone was likely to complain—but

even so it managed to show an awful lot of leg and cleavage. I lingered over my

makeup and popped a brick-red lipstick in my purse, although I wasn’t sure why.
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The fungilli was every bit as good as he’d 

promised, and the wine wasn’t bad either 

The man never let up in his praise for the 

spectacular women I’d become, and after 

awhile that sort of thing really gets inside 

your head. By the end of the meal I felt 

more like a woman than several weeks of 

actually being female had accomplished.

Adrian escorted me back to his car, every 

inch the perfect gentleman. “Would you 

care for a nightcap, my dear? My condo 

isn’t far from here, and it does command 

a rather fetching view of the river.”

He didn’t have to ask twice. The man had 

me from the moment he walked into my 

office, days before. It was only a matter 

of time before I ended up in his bed.

I’ll say this for Adrian Strange: he knows 

how to treat a woman. His foreplay left 

me writhing in his arms, desperate for 

relief. I stroked his schlong far past the 

point where most men would burst, or 

so I assumed, but he seemed impervious 

to my efforts. He didn’t ‘pop’ until he’d 

been inside me for—gawd, it must’ve 

been a good half-hour, if not more.

I was hooked: if this was what sex as a 

woman was like, and with Adrian Strange 

in particular, then I wanted more with a 

capital M. He didn’t disappoint me.

Our encounters became a regular thing. 

Once a week for sure, twice if I’d been 

a good girl, with an extra booty call now 

and then when he’d had a bad day at the 

office. I didn’t mind being at his beck and 

call. The man fascinated me. I hung on 

his every word. I even began to consider 

the possibility I might be in love.
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One night, after a relatively quick session in my bed, when he’d apparently had a

bit too much to drink, I lay with my arm draped over his chest. “You’re an odd

duck, Adrian Strange. Such an ordinary middle-aged man on the outside, or so one

would think, yet I can’t get enough of you—a hot babe like myself too, who could

seduce any man she wanted. I wonder why that is.”

He lay on his back, staring up at the ceiling. Half-drunk and probably half-asleep,

he chuckled. “Guess it’s safe to tell you,” he muttered. “I customized the skinsuit

before I left it here. You couldn’t not love me if you tried.”

It took awhile, but while Strange was still groggy I managed to coax the truth out

of him. Few people knew of the existence of another piece of alien technology: a

small handheld unit that allowed one to edit certain aspects of a ‘costume’ while it

wasn’t being worn. Not physical changes, but mental attributes that would then be

incorporated into the mind of the wearer. Adrian had obtained the loan of one such

device from a friend of his at the FBI, and used it to program an irresistible sexual

attraction to him into the skinsuit I now wore.

Frankly, that amounted to brainwashing. I should’ve raged my anger at the man,

but I didn’t. Real or not, the love I felt gripped me like a vice. I could no more not

love him than I could choose to stop breathing. I was trapped, and the sad thing is

I didn’t mind a bit.

~

Alas, all good things. Like many a creep before him, Adrian turned out to be a

married man. He had a wife and a house out in the ‘burbs, and used the old excuse

of working late to indulge in his ‘bit of stuff’ on the side. Being anyone’s ‘stuff’ is

deeply insulting—or should be. I might’ve done the bastard in myself if I’d

known, but of course at the time I was blissfully ignorant.

The first I knew anything was wrong was when someone burst into Adrian’s love

nest, with its fetching view of the river, and opened fire on the two of us in bed,

sleeping off yet another vigorous bout of love-making. I awoke when I heard the

whine of alien technology—familiar from a zillion docudramas on TV—and felt

the body beside me deflate. I sat up in time to see a woman flee out the doorway,

discarding the costume gun on the way. Perhaps she hadn’t even noticed that I was

unaffected by the blast that turned poor Adrian Strange into a skinsuit. Those of us

already wearing such a costume must not be affected, I surmised.

I wasn’t sure what was going to happen—and whether or not the cops were on

their way—so I quickly got dressed and skedaddled. On a whim, I scooped the

skinsuit—and the costume gun—into my overnight bag. At worst, I figured I’d

have to return the items to the authorities. At best? Hmm…
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Adrian’s wife reported him missing, but coverage in the media never mentioned a

shooting or a costume gun. His whereabouts were listed as unknown, and it was

eventually concluded that he’d been done in by a disgruntled former client and the

body disposed where it would never be found. I was twice interviewed by the

police, as I’d often been seen with the man in public, and I admitted to having an

affair—as well as my ignorance of his marital status. I wasn’t lying.

But that’s as far as it went. Weeks and months passed, the furor died down and the

skinsuit and gun stayed right where they were in the back of my closet. Maybe

that’s where they would’ve stayed if Marissa hadn’t come along.

Adrian had effectively ruined me for other men. Next to my memory of him, all

other males were but pale imitations. I dated, but no one excited me the way he

had and finally I stopped bothering. That’s when a few of my old friends—or to be

accurate, their girlfriends—decided that I might just be a lesbian. Heck, who was I

to argue? If Adrian hadn’t customized my costume, I might well be.

I began dating women and that eventually led me to Marissa. She was a sales rep,

an outgoing outdoorsy type, and a tall redhead, all rolled into one—and probably

exactly the sort of person I needed in my life. Amazingly, I seemed to fill a similar

void in her life and we hit it off like fireworks. She taught me the joys of girl-on-

girl sex and there came a day when we talked about moving in together.

But there was something I had to tell her: the “I used to be a guy” conversation we

all dread. “So lemme get this straight,” she said. “You used to be a man, you might

still be a man under that costume thingy, and you’ve got a male skinsuit of the guy

you were having an affair with. That about cover it?”

“Pretty much.” I was snuggled up to her on my couch, doing my best to look both

sad and adorable. “Sorry I didn’t tell you before, but… it’s just too weird.”

“Nah, I get it. Not the kind of thing you mention on a first date. Or any date, for

that matter.” She put her arm around me. “However… if I hear you right, you’re

still irresistibly attracted to the dude, correct? So if a certain tall redhead were to

put on that costume—temporarily, because you’ve still got the costume gun to

reverse the process—then you’d be putty in her hands, right?”

I bit my lip. “Pretty much. Uhm… it’s in the hall closet.”

She grinned her wickedest grin. “Don’t go away. I’ll be right back.”

And so it came to pass that Adrian Strange once again made me his bitch—on that

evening and many others. He probed me in multiple orifices, verbally expressing

his glee, but of course the pleasure was all Marissa’s. After what he’d done, I saw

no reason to restore life to the erstwhile Mr. Strange. He’d made his bed, but it

was Marissa and I who got to lie in it. Some things are simply meant to be.  


